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(57) A headlight system for (motor) vehicles com-

prising on both sides of said vehicle at least one lighting

unit (1 , 2) with a horizontal movement feature controlled

by a speed (V) sensor so that said units (1 , 2) are non-

parallelly declined of the longitudinal axis (X) of said ve-

hicle maximally at its low speeds (Vf^i^) and minimally

at its maximal speeds (V,^), whereby, this Inclination

angle (ai , 02) is further additively modulated by a swiv-

elling, which swivelling varies horizontal position of said

lighting units (1, 2) according to the vehicle steering

wheel tuming and/or a navigation system signal and

said lighting units (1 , 2) with a horizontal movement fea-

ture and said lighting units (3, 4) without any horizontal

movement feature are provided with vertical movement
of stabilization of the low beam light range for its exten-

sion at high speeds (V^) of vehicle movement and for

shifting up the zone of maximal tumirlous Intensity of the

high beam tights of said lighting units (1 , 2, 3, 4) to the

horizontal (H-H), whereby, said lighting units (1 , 2) with

horizontal movement are of bifunctional type and pro-

jector type and units (3, 4) without any horizontal move-

ment are also of projector type.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a headlight

system, preferably for motor vehicles, comprising light-

ing units on the right hand side and the left hand side of 5

a vehicle, whereby at least one lighting unit is provided
with a horizontal movement feature of the low beam and/
or high beam light, which headlight system emits the low
beams and the high beams of light, which beams are of

adaptive or variable luminous intensity, which luminous n
Intensity is derived of the vehicle speed, the steering

wheel position and/or of a navigation system signal so
that the road illumination can be varied continuously or
discretely. At low vehicle speed, the width of the low light

beams is maximal and their integral range detennining is

the illuminated visibility distance is minimal. This mode
of illumination is determined to be used preferably when
riding in a town or on a serpentine road, for example in

a mountainous terrain. Atthe medium vehicle speed, for

example when the vehicle is riding on country or district 20

roads, the width of the light beams and their reach are
set to medium values. On speedy roads for motor vehi-

cles-motonways and on highways, when the vehicle

speed is maximal, the road illumination is set so that the
range of the low beams Is the longest, and contrary to 2s

it, the width of the light beams Is at its smallest value.

[0002] The headlight system on the left hand side and
that on the right hand side of the vehicle comprise one
or more lighting units, whereby at least one lighting unit

on each side of the headlight system is continuously so

and/or discretely vertically and horizontally movable,
whereby Its horizontal movement feature is controlled

by movement or position of the steering wheel and/or a
signal of a navigation system anticipating the future

change in vehicle movement direction and the magnl- 35
tude of such change. The vertical movement feature is

controlled by sensors of vehicle body inclination and by
a controlling unit, whereby, an automatic levelling of the
headlight beam range in accordance with the static

changes of vehicle load and/or dynamic changes of the 40

longitudinal vehicle body inclination during a ride on a
real road, and also by a sensor of speed, which sensor
carries out an extension of the low beam lights range,
for example in case of a ride on motorways.

[0003] At least one lighting unit on each side of the 45

lighting system contributes also to the high beam light

and for example can be of projector type provided with
bifunctional optk:s.

[0004] The prior art adaptive headlight systems em-
ploy the principle consisting in that a lighting unit, pro- so

vided or not provided with the feature of a parallel move-
ment, serves as the basic lighting unit. This basic light-

ing unit is completed by another one, which is mostly
fixed and of the comering or front fog type. This com-
plementary lighting unit is switched on by turning the ss

steering wheel and by a direction indicator switch only
on one side of the headlight system or in discrete mode
by a speed sensor on both sides of the headlight system.

Precisely, the discrete nature of the mode of operation

of the lighting units is a disadvantage of this solution, as
under certain circumstances, the so controlled lighting

units can confuse other road traffic participants by their

virtual signalling function due to a sudden change in light

emitting surfaces of the lighting units on one or both
sides of the vehicle front part.

[0005] Other adaptive headlight systems change only

geometry of the cut-off between light and darkness of

the low beam headlights at that vehicle side which is

nearer to the closest road kertD, usually discretely. Apart
fonn the discreteness of their function, a disadvantage
of such systems is that the light beam on both sides of

the headlight system is of little or non-adaptive both with
regard to the light concentration in front of the vehicle

at high speeds and the spread out of light beams to the
sides at slow vehicle speeds.

[0006] The present invention relates to a headlight

system, preferably for motor vehicles, comprising light-

ing units on the right hand side and the left hand side of

a vehicle, whereby at least one lighting unit is provided
with the ability to carry out continuous and/or discrete

non-parallel horizontal movement of the low beam and/
or high beam light, so that the reference axes of said

beams are deflected away from the longitudinal vehicle
axis so that at low to zero vehicle speed this deflection

is minimal and at high to maximal vehicle speed this de-
flection is minimal or zero. Reason why this horizontal

movement Is not parallel is given by the fact that the
optica! axis of the lighting unit of the headlight system
on the road central line side is directed to this road cen-
tral line and the optical axis of the lighting unit on the
side which is closer to the near road kerb, is directed to

this near road kerb. Alternatively, the optical axis of the
lighting unit of the headlight system close to the road
central line side can be deflected non-parallelly at the
medium and the high speeds also to the near road keriD.

[0007] This basic deflection is zero for the high beam
and the beam is further modulated by swivelling what is

a parallel change of the horizontal light beams orienta-

tion in relation to the steering wheel position and/or in

relation to the navigation system signal.

[0008] The horizontal movement providing lighting

units of the headlight system situated on both sides of

a vehicle can be complemented by lighting units without
this movement feature, whereby, such complementary
lighting units can have a limited foreground at the bottom
line of the low beam.

[0009] Lighting units with a horizontal movement fea-

ture and/or lighting units without a horizontal movement
feature are provided with a vertical movement feature
for an automatic levelling of the low beam lights range
according to a change of the vehicle body position pro-

duced by a change of vehicle load, what is a static lev-

elling and/or as a consequence of ride on a real road,

what is a dynamic levelling. Apart from this, this vertical

movement feature will can^ out an extension of the low
beam light range by shifting up of the above mentioned
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lighting units at high vehicle speed. In case of the high

beam light, the shift up of the lighting units will be even

higher so that the zone of maximal luminous intensity of

the high beam lights Is projected at the level of the hor-

izontal line of the driver's working space.

[0010] The lighting units with a horizontal movement
feature have their cut-off between light and darkness of

the low beam light on the side of the closer road kerb In

the lower position than what is the position of this cut-

off of such lighting units that are without a horizontal

movement feature, whereby, this cut-off between light

and darkness of the low beam light of the lighting unit

with horizontal movement closer to the road central line

is also placed lower than the lighting unit with a horizon-

tal movement feature on the side of the closer road kerb.

[0011] Also, the horizontally movable lighting units

can be of the bifunctionat type, in which case they emit

both the low beam and the high beam lights and all

above mentioned units can be of projector type.

[0012] When the high beam lights are switched on,

the lighting units with a horizontal movement feature will

deflect from the reference position ofthe lowbeam lights

horizontally towards the road central tine so that the

maximum luminous intensity is projected on the vertical

line.

[001 3] The present invention in its various aspects will

now be described with reference to attached drawings.

In which:

Figure 1 is a front view of a vehicle provided with a
headlights system according to this invention.

Figure 2 shows a top view of a vehicle on a standard

road.

Figure 3 shows low beam lights of individual lighting

units.

Figure 4 showis a projection of low beam lights of a

headlight system, which system is closer to the road

central line for zero vehicle speed, and Figure 5
shows the same projection but for the maximal ve-

hicle speed.

Figure 6 shows a projection of the low beam lights

of a headlight system on the side which is closer to

the road kerb for the zero vehicle speed, and

Figure 7 is the same projection but for the maximal

vehicle speed.

Figure 8 shows the projection of high beams for a

headlight system without any swivelling and

Figure 9 shows this projection, but for a headlight

system with swivelling.

[0014] A particularly preferred embodiment of the

present invention is described below.

[0015] Figure 1 shows a front view in the direction P

from Figure 2 of a vehicle provided with a headlight sys-

tem according to the present invention. Said headlight

system comprises a right side headlight system SSPS
and a left side headlight system SSL P. Said systems are

provided with horizontally movable lighting units 1^ and

2 respectively and the fixed headlight units 3 and 4 re-

spectively that ar horizontally immovable.

[0016] Figure 2 shows this vehicle in bird's view

placed on a standard road of which road the nearer

5 roadside BQV, the central line SC and the more distant

roadside VOV are shown. Optical axes 11^ and ^2 re-

spectively of said lighting units 1^ and 2 respectively of

said right side headlight system SSPS and said left side

headlight system SSLS respectively fonn angles and

02 respectivelywith the longitudinal axis x of the veFiicte.

Sizes of said angles and are determined by a lin-

ear or a non-linear function oflhe vehicle speed V. The
sizes of said angles and 02 respectively are equal to

values otifnax 22max respectively at low vehicle

speed V,;;j;7^r at zero^hicle speed V=0. and at the

maximum vehicle speed V^gj^ sizes of said angles a,

and 02 respectively are equ"ino values ain,in and a^min
respectively or to zero.

Vmi„/V = 0;

«1^«2 = «imin^«2min

a^/a2 ~ 0 .

[0017] By this an^angement, a baste wide horizontal

spread out of low beam lights and a reduced concentra-

tion of light flow into the road space around the road

central line SC at low vehicle speed is obtained. On the

other side, at high speeds, said low beams light flux is

concentrated in the space of the road central line SC.

This allows a more safe vehicle approach to crossings

and sharp turns on one side and an increased range of

the low beam lights at high vehrcle speeds on the other

side.

[0018] Apart from this basic horizontal deflection of

the light emitted by said lighting units 1^ and 2. addition-

ally, said lighting units 1, and 2 are horizontally rotated

by a swivelling which changes the horizontal position of

said lighting units 1^, 2 according to turning of the steer-

ing wheel and/or navigation system signal. Therefore,

the actual position of horizontal rotation is obviously the

sum of the bask: horizontal deflection of said lighting

units 1^, 2 and the horizontal rotation produced by said

swivelling. The advantage of the navigation system cor-

rection signal application is that the vehicle movement
direction change and its magnitude are anticipated so

that said lighting units 1^ and 2 are rotated into the re-

quired direction sooner than the vehicle starts to turn.

[0019] The horizontally movable lighting units 1^ and

2 of the headlight system and/or horizontally immovable

lighting units 3, and 4 are provided with the vertical
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movement feature controlled by an automatic low beam
light levelling/stabilisation system controlling the range
of low beam lights in relation to the longitudinal changes
of the vehicle body position caused by changes In load
or by dynamic changes during vehicle movement on a s
real road. At high vehicle speeds y^^, said range is

extended and said lighting units l.g.'j;^ are shifted up
so that the zone of maximum luminous intensity of the
high beam lights is projected at the level of the H-H hor-
izontal line

.

[0020] Figure 3 shows in perspective projection of a
road the geometry of the low beam lights system ac-
cording to the present invention. Below the horizontal
line H-H. between the central line SC and the more dis-
tant road kerb VOV. the horizontal part of the light and is

darkness cut-off is placed and beyond the vertical line

y-V, the asymmetric part of this light and darkness cut- •

off Is placed. The headlight system on the left hand side
SSLS and that on the right hand side SSPS are provided
with horizontally immovable lighting units 3 and 4 re- 20
spectlvely that produce a limited Illuminated foreground
at the bottom lines 33 and 34 respectively of the low
beam lights. Thereby, It is understood that said lines 33
and 34 respectively are placed closer to the horizontal
line H-H. An advantage of said limited foreground is that 25
reduces the glare of the oncoming traffic drivers by light

refraction on road, particularly If the road surface is wet
and its refractivity is increased thereby Another advan-
tage is an improved longitudinal harmonisation of the
road illumination when the light flux is concentrated Into 30
the area of greater visibility distances, whereby the ad-
aptation luminance and the resolution threshold of lumi-
nance contrast Is decreased, whereby, the visibility dis-

tance and the safe vehicle speed is Increased.
The horizontally movable lighting units 1^ and 2 respec- 35
tively produce the cut-off 21^ and 22 respectively, be-
tween light and darkness of the low light beams on the
side of the closer road kerb BOV lifted less then what is

the position of the cut-off 23 and 24 respectively be-
tween light and darkness of the low beam lights of the 40
horizontally immovable lighting units 3 and 4 respective-
ly, whereby, for said lighting unit 1^ of the lighting system
situated on the side closer to the road central line SC
this boundary 21^ is placed lower than the boundary 22
between light and darkness of the low beam light of the 45
lighting unit 2 situated on the side of the closer road kerb
BOV.

[0021] Lighting units 1^ and 2 respectively can be of
bifunctional type and emit both the low beam lights and
the high beam lights. An advantage of this solution is so
the fact that also the high beam lights exhibit a horizontal
movement based on the swivelling. All lighting units 1^,

2, 3 and 4 can be of the projector type in which case the
cut-off between light and darkness is created by projec-
tion of the contrast of luminance of a dark internal shield ss
on an illuminated background of a reflectorby a conden-
sor lens into the road space. An advantage of the pro-
jector units is a significantly less dazzling luminous in-

tensity above the horizontal H-H and that it is relatively

easy to realize the bifunctional optics so that a swap
from the high beam light to the low beam light can be
managed easily for example by the rotation of the said
internal shields in the bifunctional system.

[0022J After switching over to the high beam light, the
horizontally movable lighting units 1^ and 2 decline from
the reference positions of the low beam lights horizon-
tally to the road central line SC by an angle

V=actg (0,002 -»- 0,05)

that is. vis arctg(0.002) to arctg(0.05), whereby the ratio

between the axial and maximal luminous intensities of
the high beam light Is improved as the zone of Its max-
imum luminous intensity, originally asymmetrically de-
clined in the low beam light mode to the closer roadside
BOV, is now projected on the vertical line V-V.

[0023] Figures 4 and 5 show low beam lights 41^ and

^ respectively of a headlight system on the left hand
side SSLS^ whereby, Figure 4 represents said beams at
the minimal vehicle speed when this basic spread
out of angle tti of the lighting unit 1 is maximal and Fig-
ure 5 shows tfiis situation at the maximal vehicle speed
Vmax when this spread out of angle is zero.

[(«S4] Figures 6 and 7 show beariis 42 and 44 re-

spectively of low beam lights of a headlight system on
the right hand side SSPS for the same traffic situations
as are those of Figures 4 and 5,

[0025] Figure 8 shows high beam lights 43 and 51 re-

spectively of the headlight system without swivelling.

[0026] Figure 9 shows high beam lights 44 and 62 re-

spectively of the headlight system with swivelling,
whereby, the dashed lines show the side limit positions
of light beams that are parallelly declined off the vertical
line y-y by the said swivelling.

[0027] An advantage of the above mentioned head-
light system for motor vehicles is its high adaptability,

which adaptability is based on variability of the low bearn
light width in relation to the speed and the change of the
vehicle direction movement and on significant change
in road luminance, especially for higher distances, ac-
cording to vehicle speed. The basic deflection of the low
beam lights is additively modulated also by swivelling
and said deflection is equal to zero in case of the high
beam lights, what corresponds to the requirement to
maximize the range'of said high beam lights.

Claims

1. A headlight system, preferably for motor vehicles,

comprising a lighting units on the right hand side
and on the left hand side of a vehicle, whereby at
least one lighting unit is provided with a horizontal

movement feature of a low beam light and/or a high
beam light, characterised in tliat the optfcai axis

4
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(11 ) of said lighting unit (1 ) of said vehicle headlight

system on the left hand side (SSLS) fomns angle

(a^) with the longitudinal vehicle axis (X), and

the optical axis (12) of said lighting unit (2) of said

vehicle headlight system on the right hand side

(SSPS) fomis angle (02) ^'^^ longitudinal ve-

hicle axis (X),

which angles (a^
, 02) are given by a linear or a non-

linear relation to the vehicle speed (V) and

the sizes of said angles (a^, ocg)

are at a low to zero vehicle speed (V^j^. V=0) max-

V„,ln/V = 0 (1)

and at the maximum vehicle speed (Vj^a^) minimal

(ttimin. oamin) to zero (a^ = 0. ctg = 0)

o^/a2=0

V = V„3, (2)

2. A headlight system of Claim 1 characterized In

that said lighting units (1 , 2) provided with a hori-

zontal movement feature are declined off the cur-

rent horizontal position given by vehicle speed (V)

and additively also by swivelling, which swivelling

varies said horizontal position of said lighting units

(1 , 2) according to the turning of the vehicle steering

wheel and/or navigation system signal.

3. A headlight system of Claims 1 or 2 characterized

in that said lighting units (1 , 2) of said headlight sys-

tem provided with a horizontal movement feature

and/or said lighting units (3, 4) without a horizontal

movement feature are provided with a vertical

movement feature of an automatic adjustment or

stabilisation of the low beam light range In relation

to the longitudinal changes of the vehicle body po-

sition as a consequence of vehicle load change or

.of their dynamic changes during movement of said

vehicle on a real road for extension of said range at

high vehicle speed (V^qx) and for shifting up said of

light units (1 , 2, 3, 4) to project the zone of maximal

luminous intensity of high beam lights in the hori-

zontal (H-H).
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6.

light system (SSPS) is provided with.said horizon-

tally immovable right hand lighting unit (4), which

systems (SSLS, SSPS) produc limit d Illumination

of the foreground below of the bottom lines (33, 34)

of said low beam lights.

A headlight system of Claims 1 to 4 characterized

In that said lighting units (1 . 2) provided with a hor-

izontal movement feature have cut-off (21 , 22) be-

tween light and darkness of said low beam light at

the side which is closer to the roadside (BOV) lifted

lower than what is the position of the cut-off (23, 24)

between light and daricness of the low beam light of

said lighting units (3, 4) without a horizontal move-

ment feature, whereby, said cut-off (21) for lighting

unit (1) on the side of said lighting system which is

closer to the road central line (SC) is situated lower

than said cut-off (22) of light and darkness of said

low beam light of said lighting unit (2) at the side

which is closer to the road kerb (BOV).

A headlight system of Claims 1 to 5 characterized

in that said lighting units (1 , 2) with a horizontal

movement feature are of bifunctional type emitting

both said low beam and said high beam lights.

A headlight system of Claims 1 to 6 characterized

In that said lighting units (1, 2) with a horizontal

movement feature and/or lighting units (3, 4) with-

out a horizontal movement feature are of projector

type.

A headlight system of Claims 1 to 7 characterized

in that after having been switched to the high beam
lights, said lighting units (1, 2) with a horizontal

movement feature are declined off the reference po-

sition of said low beam lights horizontally to a road

central line (SC) forming an angle, y ,
whereby y is

arctg(0.002) to arctg(0.05).

4. A headlight system of Claims 1 to 3 characterized

in that said left hand side headlight system (SSLS)

is provided with said horizontally immovable left

hand lighting unit (3) and said right hand side head-

55
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V=Vmax

FIG. 5
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V=Vmax

FIG. 7
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FIG. 8

FIG. 9
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